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      "Through carefully selected and extensively annotated original sources, Foundations of Psychological Thought deals with some of the most important issues and ideas in the history of psychological thought."
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      "A wonderful resource collection of 'original source material.' I appreciate the cluster of readings by topic as well as the date."
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      We deliver a year 1 (level 4) module on the history of psychology and this book will be very useful.
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      This book presents an excellent collection of key original manuscripts. It serves as a starting point for a student's understanding and as a reference for future use.
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      This is an excellent resource which provides a varied and interesting choice of orginal research. Th discussion points at the end of each chapter provide a basis to consolidate learning
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      An interesting and clear book
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      Went with another textbook.
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      This text will provide students and those new to psychology with a useful overview of it’s history, foundations and main ideas.
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